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BY DOREEN SEAMON
for The Dominion Post

   This year this article is fol-
lowing a hypothetical couple
through their lives to see
what role estate planning
had on their family. To review
prior articles, go to Seamon-

L a w O ff i c e s . c o m / B l o g .

Our story follows a couple I refer to as
“John” and “Sue”. They established their
estate plan as young parents, then later they
updated their plan to address concerns over
their adult daughter’s poor decision-making. I
was surprised to hear from them again so
soon, but John had mentioned his sister
recently passed due to a drug overdose, so I
thought maybe he was trying to help the family
tie up some loose ends. I was very surprised
that they had been appointed guardians of his
sister ’s son.

John and Sue’s youngest child was in
college, so going from being practically empty
nesters to the guardians of a 10-year-old was
quite a change, but they were determined to
help Joey. They explained that Joey had
some behavioral and developmental deficits
that his physician believed might be over-
come with his new healthy and supportive
home environment.

John and Sue decided that they accepted
Joey as their son in their hearts and wanted to
know what changes needed to be made to
their last will and testament to include him. At
that point, they were considering adoption,
but that was not a decision that they were
going to make immediately. I explained that
their current wills distribute their estate to their
descendants equally and that would not
include Joey if he was not a biological or
adopted child, but that we could specifically
include him if that was their wish.

   This loving couple decided that they wanted

to include Joey and treat him as if he were
their own. They already knew from our pre-
vious conversations that they could control his
inheritance until he was an adult and then
even longer if he was not fiscally responsible
or mature enough to manage his inheritance.
We reviewed a variety of ways to do so. They
were concerned that if Joey’s learning deficits
were not overcome that he would not be
successful in college, and they recalled that
their estate plan currently provided for college
but they wanted to make sure the educational
provisions would also pay for a trade school. I
reassured them that the provision for edu-
cation was not limited to college.

Due to Joey’s mother’s addiction, they
were very relieved to learn that we could
include a provision giving Joey’s trustee per-
mission to require a drug test before an
outright distribution to him as well as requiring
Joey to be a productive member of society
before benefiting from the trust as an adult.
They didn’t want Joey to be what they referred

to as a “trust baby.”

   Before they left, I explained that their wills
could have standby language in case Joey
ended up having some deficits that could lead
to him needing to apply for means tested
benefits such as Supplemental Security
Income (SSI) or Medicaid. Prior to Joey, their
family had relatively few health issues, so they
were not familiar with these types of benefits.
We discussed that process a bit, but they
were confident that with their support Joey
would mature into an independent adult. They
decided that they would rely on those standby
provisions for now, but they would keep our
office updated on Joey’s progress. We agreed
that our office would set a reminder for one
year from their updates to check in on them.

Doreen L. Seamon, J.D. is an attorney with Seamon
Law Office PLLC. Her experience includes elder care
and estate planning. She writes a column for Senior Post.
Contact her at columns@dominionpost.com.
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Carroll Wilkinson was born in Chicago, and is a

West Virginia transplant. She said she moved to West
Virginia with her husband in 1976 after graduate
school and a few years of professional experience in
Kentucky, New Jersey and Illinois.

Wilkinson was a librarian at the WVU Library from
1979–2019 and served in many different areas,
including Reference, Access Services and the Dean’s
Office. She retired in 2019 as the WVUL director of
Strategy and Planning.

“Over my long career as an academic librarian in
different roles, I was always drawn to teaching and
learning about all women’s stories of obstacles faced
and overcome. My research first explored women
working in non-traditional fields, such as for example
like coal mining and symphonic conducting,” she said.

   Wilkinson said that is why she was drawn in her
retirement to work with the West Virginia Feminist Activist
Collection. She is currently a volunteer for the advisory
team for the WVU Feminist Activist Collection.

   “I can help locate and preserve records of women’s
lives and their activism, and then facilitate their
accessibility to students, faculty and community mem-
bers in the years ahead,” she said. “I don’t want to lose
these stories of struggle and achievement that open
opportunities to other women.”

   According to the site, wvrhc.lib.wvu.edu/collec-
tions/west-virginia-feminist-activist-collection, “The
West Virginia & Regional History Center is developing
the WV Feminist Activist Collection to capture the

voices and stories of native and transplanted West
Virginians who have worked to affirm the political,
economic and social equality of the sexes.

   ”The existing collection includes a group of primary
and secondary sources, with significant additions from
five activist women and one activist organization. The
collection includes a group of primary and secondary
sources, with significant additions from five activist
women and one activist organization. We will build on
that foundation, expanding it to include more exten-
sive documentation of the struggles, experiences,
contributions, and accomplishments of feminist
activists, supporting teaching, learning and research
at WVU, in the broader state and regional com-
munities and beyond.”

   Records that are being collected are oral histories;
correspondence both professional and personal; pho-
tographs; diaries and journals; scrapbooks; audio and
video recordings; organizational records at the
local/state level; printed materials such as brochures,
fliers, programs, bulletins, artwork, poetry and other
creative pursuits; legislative agenda and position
papers; women’s movement jewelry, hats, T-shirts,
arm bands and other records that document feminist
activism.

   The “Don’t Throw it Out!” video explains the impor-
tance of saving these items. (See the end of this article
for how to locate and view it.)

   “If anyone doubts if they have something of impor-
tance, assume that it is,” Professor Emerita Judith
Gold Stitzel said. “We don’t know what the final puzzle
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is, so we don’t want to throw out pieces of the
puzzle before we’ve had a chance to put them
all down.”

A simple flyer from 1970 could help shine
light on a community’s perspective on impor-
tant issues of the day. Among the many items
in her donation, Carroll Wilkinson, university
librarian emerita, included a postcard from a
friend.

   “Postcards are wonderful archives. They
have messages and dates,” she said. “They
are a snapshot of time.”

   Wilkinson said anyone who is interested in
donating to the collection has numerous
options. He or she can Google WVU Libraries
main home page. On the left side of the page
click on About Us, then Ex Libris, go to the Fall
2021 WVUL magazine and read or download
and read “Don’t Throw it Out!” for background
information.

   Going on line to the WVRHC Feminist
Archives Curated Collections contains pic-
tures of some of the archives in a virtual
exhibit. The other option is viewing the hour-
long video, “Don’t Throw It Out!’”available at:
https://wvrhc.lib.wvu.edu/collections/west-
virginia-feminist-activist-collection/events
Upcoming events are listed first, but scrolling
farther will take the reader to the video dis-
cussed here. In it, basic definitions are given
and ideas of materials that might be of interest
are presented. Carroll Wilkinson

Submitted photo

For more information, call or email Lori
Hostuttler, assistant director, at 304-293-1116
or lori.hostuttler@mail.wvu.edu.
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Metro Creative Connection

   Seniors typically have more time to travel
than other groups. That freedom entices
many to travel overseas, often for extended
periods of time.

The cost comparison site CostAide indi-
cates that the average two-week vacation for
two to Amsterdam can run around $5,000 to
$6,000. Lengthen that trip to a month, and a
vacation of one’s dreams can set a couple
back $12,000. Change the destination and
costs could get even higher.

   The last thing any traveler wants is to run out
of money during a dream vacation. This makes
figuring out costs and budgeting for such trips
essential. Seniors planning the trip of a lifetime
can consider these tips to budget effectively

and maximize their vacation dollars.

Air travel

Transportation abroad undoubtably will be
one of the largest expenses travelers incur.
Check prices from multiple airports in your
area for the best rates, even if it means having
to drive a bit further. If you have only one local
airport, book a separate flight to a travel hub,
such as Atlanta or New York, so you can
comparison shop more affordable flights to
your final destination.

   Plan a year or two out for the trip and shop
around for travel rewards credit cards that
provide reward earnings in the way of airline
miles; start accumulating them with everyday
purchases. If you use airline rewards wisely,
you won’t need to budget for the flight and

may enjoy extra perks like priority boarding or
free baggage check.

Calculate pre-trip prices

Start shopping destinations to see which
locales align with your budget. Compare and
contrast estimates as to how much each
destination may cost on a daily basis. Prices
can vary widely depending on the destination,
and this is a great way to some pre-trip notion
of what your dream trip will cost.

Look into lodging

There is a lot of wiggle room when it comes
to lodging and price points. You can stay in
five-star hotels and pay a premium or con-
sider hostels if bells and whistles aren’t your
priority. Keep in mind that a longer stay could
come with a discount. Airbnb, for example,

lets hosts list weekly or monthly prices, with
monthly discounts running 40% to 60% less
than daily rates.

Food

Food is a priority when traveling. If you can
stay in accommodations with a kitchenette,
you can reduce dining costs and make meals
as desired.

   Food plans are another consideration. Book
destinations that offer an all-inclusive or a
meal plan option. It may not be the cheapest
alternative, but you’ll have peace of mind
knowing food costs already are covered.

   Budgeting for a long trip means under-
standing average costs, deciding on priorities
and using discounts at one’s disposal.
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Solution on page 10.

BY JENIFFER GRAHAM
for The Dominion Post

   Medicare – What Is Next? If you recently changed plans,
the item below could have an impact on you and the advice
offered could help avoid unnecessary frustrations, accord-
ing to benefit specialist Michael Cilella.
   
   Prescriptions — Cilella said if you switched carriers
(example: you had Humana and switched to Aetna). You
need to contact your physician and inform him/her of your
change and which pharmacy is the preferred pharmacy
with the carrier you have switched to.
   
   “An example would be Humana is aligned with Walmart
as their preferred pharmacy. This translates to lower
pricing to you using a preferred pharmacy. Many people
like and prefer to shop with their local pharmacy and could
be paying higher prices when you pick up your pre-
scriptions. Another cost-saving can be enjoyed by utilizing
the carriers preferred ‘mail-order ’ pharmacy for refills. This
again requires a call into your physician to have them send
your prescriptions into the respective mail order phar-
m a c y, ” Cilella said.

He said typically, online pharmacies send you a three-
month supply and your copay is only for two months; $10
vs $15.

   “Just know that you have options and if you have
questions call your carrier for help. If you are on some
‘high-dollar ’ medications,” Cilella said.

   He said he has some additional options that can be
purchased by you for a lower price than your plans copay
outside of your current plan. He said this not only saves
you money, but it can also potentially keep you out of the
infamous “doughnut hole.”

Diabetes Supplies — Cilella said CMS that manages
Medicare has the pricing on many items covering 80% and
the patient pays 20%. He said this again requires you to take

ownership in your healthcare and costs related to that.

   “There are many resources for cost-savings on your
supplies, not every supplier starts with the prices. For
example one supplier lists their price $200 vs another
supplier that lists their price at $160.” Cilella said. “Yo u r
20% is lower with the second supplier than the first one;
$40 vs $32. Again this is just an example. Many plans have
stepped it up in 2022 and are offering diabetes savings
plans that have capped insulin related products at $35.”

Take Control of your Healthcare

“There’s a book available titled, ‘Never Pay the First Bill,
and other ways to fight the health care system and win’ by
Marshall Allen,” Cilella said. “I see this happening weekly
and I experienced this personally after going to my family
doctor for an annual checkup. My plan and all plans should
cover your annual Medicare wellness checkup at 100%.”

   He said three months after the visit he received a bill for $10
for one of the lab tests that is supposed to be covered.

   “Naturally as an agent selling these plans I took offense
to the situation and called my carrier who directed me back
to the doctor, siting that the one test was coded incorrectly
by the doctor’s office,” Cilella said. “I then called the office
twice to have it reviewed and rebilled. So far, I’ve not seen
a bill from the practice. The bill was for $10 and most
people would just comply and pay it. This is wrong. Take
ownership of your healthcare.”

   He said ironically this is exactly what the book ‘Never
Pay the First Bill, and other ways to fight the health care
system and win’ by Marshall Allen covers in great depth.

For more information about Medicare Plans, contact
Michael Cilella, BOST Benefits/Benefit Specialist

   Phone: 877.283.7600 Ext. 136, or email mcilella@
BOSTbenefits or go to www.BOSTbenefits.com
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BY IRENE MARINELLI
for The Dominion Post

   “Things without all remedy
should be without regard.
What’s done is done”.

~ William Shakespeare

   The other day I was idly browsing through
the bookshelves in my room, looking for
something to read at bedtime when I came
upon a book by Richard Paul Evans entitled
“The Mistletoe Promise.” The first sentence
focused my attention and made me catch my
breath. The protagonist of the story says, “If
you could erase just one day from your life,
would you know the day? … I am one of those
people who would know the day.” She goes on
to say, “I have punished myself for my mis-
takes more times than I can remember.”

   These lines made me think about regret and
self-recrimination and how most of us have

tasted these bitter fruits at one time or
another. A long life gives us wisdom as we
age. At least that’s the supposition. A long life
also allows more time to make mistakes, get
into situations that we later regret. Is there a
day I’d like to live over so I could change it?
Yes, for me there’s more than one. For most of
us, I suspect, such a day, such a situation that
brings chastisement and regret, lives back
there somewhere in our memories, and
comes out now and then to torment us.

Night seems to be a catalyst for such
introspection. Tossing and turning, punching
the pillows into submission, hungry for peace-
ful sleep, our minds hold us hostage. Whirling
us into a spiral of unbidden thoughts, they pull
up from dark places things we wish we hadn’t
done or said. This self-condemnation solves
nothing, changes nothing. It is like a boulder
that always, eventually slips back down upon
us when we try to crawl out from under it.

Clinical psychologists who study regret tell

us regret can be productive, changing our
outlook and facilitating a learning experience.
But first we need to forgive ourselves for past
behaviors and decisions, learn to let go of the
guilt and self-blame.

   Dr. Mary Lamia writes about an analysis of
regret among Americans: “The 6 biggest
regrets of Americans found in this study (in
descending order of frequency) are education,
career, romance, parenting, self-improvement
and leisure.” According to several studies by
clinical psychologists, low self-esteem, anx-
iety and depression are associated with con-
stant dwelling on past mistakes.

We ’ve all made mistakes and, though we
may have learned from past mistakes, we’ll
likely never perfect ourselves to the point
where we no long make any. So what do we
do about those past regrets that come to light
every now and then and linger long enough to
keep us on edge? Looking at the research,
there’s good advice out there. Perhaps we

can deal effectively with our regrets by first,
and foremost, forgiving ourselves, secondly
by accepting these negative emotions for
what they are: shadows of the person we once
were, thirdly, identifying the lessons we’ve
learned from our mistakes and finally, trying
our best to move on without guilt or shame.
Easily said, but not so easy to do. We all
probably have a mind picture of our “ideal
selves,” even knowing we can never make
that picture a reality. So acceptance of our-
selves “warts and all,” as the poet says, is key
to letting go and moving on.

In the words of Les Brown, “Don’t become
a hostage of your past by always reviewing
and reliving your mistakes … Release it and
let it go.” Wise words for me, perhaps for you
as well, gentle reader. It’s time to put down this
burden that weighs so heavily upon us.

Irene Marinelli writes a regular column for Senior
Post. Contact her at columns@dominionpost.com.
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